
A Time to Harvest: Episode One Timeline 
Splitting the Groups: 

• Folklore: Terrence Laslow, William Noakes, Jason Trent 

• Geology: Roderick Block, Harold Higgins, Louise Gibbons, Clarissa Thurber 

Day One: The Arrival 
• The students are picked up from the Brattleboro Train Station at 12:00 PM.  

• They reach Cobb’s Corners by about 1:30 PM. Introduce the Maclearan Farm House. 

• Robert Blaine takes everyone out for lunch at Jim’s Grill. 

o Group meets Richard Wendell (local reporter). He asks a few questions and snaps a 

photo with the investigators. 

• Enter the Sheriff: During lunch, the group is threatened by Sheriff Dan Spenser, and then 

followed up with by Deputy John Cutter. Bad cop and then good cop. Deputy Cutter gives them 

a tour of Cobb’s Corners. Mentions the Shade of Sarah Maclearan. 

o During the tour, the investigators bump into Jimmy Maclearan, walking wobbly through 

the streets. He reeks of beer, and Deputy Cutter embarrassedly tells Jimmy he’s going 

to need to spend the night in the tank. Any investigator making a Spot Hidden roll notes 

a long-bladed knife on Jimmy’s belt. Jimmy warns the investigators that “Them college 

types better not upset my dear wife.” 

• That evening Jason Trent reads The Witch Cults of Western Europe, and secretly slips out to the 

woods near sunset. 

• Perchance to Dream I: The investigator with ties to John Jeffrey and anyone succeeding in a 

POW roll all share the dream. 

Day Two: Research Begins 
• Perchance to Dream I: Investigators who shared a dream all awaken at the same time. They have 

an opportunity to discuss the dream. Realizing they share a dream causes Sanity loss (0/1d2). 

• The Wild Hunt: A randomly chosen investigator witnesses a zoog attacking a wild hare while on 

their way to the outhouse. Sanity loss (0/1d3) 

• After breakfast, Robert Blaine splits the group into two: Folklore and Geology. He accompanies 

the Folklore group. The day begins muggy and soon moves into sweltering and unbearable. 

• Folklore: Provide 2 of the Folklore items on pp. 46-48. 

• Geology: Slim Pickings for Diggers. A successful Spot Hidden roll turns up an Obsidian 

arrowhead, dating roughly 200 years ago. 

• After returning home, the investigators find boot prints around the farmhouse. Carved into the 

outhouse door is the message “GO AWAY.” 

• Dark clouds roll in over the Green Mountains, however the heat and humidity continues to 

build. Jason Trent is found digging up an odd root near the woods, which a Natural World or 

Science (Botany) roll identifies as Mandragora Officinarum or the Mandrake Root. 



• The End of the Day: Two investigators wake up in the middle of the night, absolutely drenched in 

sweat. A successful Listen roll lets them hear a strange buzzing sound, at the very uppermost 

range of their hearing.  

• Perchance to Dream II: Any investigator who had the previous dream now shares the second 

dream. All other investigators must roll POW, and on a success they also share this dream.  

Day Three: The Accident 
• Perchance to Dream II: All investigators who shared the second dream wake up at the exact 

same moment, a few minutes before dawn, in a chill sweat. The investigators have an 

opportunity to talk amongst themselves about the dream. Confirming they are sharing a dream 

provokes a Sanity Loss of (1/1d4); experiencing this for the first time causes a Sanity Loss of 

(0/1d3). 

• The day starts off with heavy fog and a light misting rain. Heavy black storm clouds all but blot 

out the sun, and give everything a sense of looming dread. 

• After breakfast, Robert Blaine leaves with the Geology group. 

• Folklore: The group gathers two Folklore items from pp. 46-48, however a gruff farmer named 

Abner Gilbert threatens the Investigators with a rifle. He maintains they are stirring up trouble 

and that the hills and their stories are cursed. See pg. 48. 

• By mid-day, the rains have become torrential. 

• Geology: Robert Blaine suggests that no work is going to get done today. He hustles everyone 

into the truck with Joe Harlowe and tells everyone to wait here for him to return. He’s going to 

jog to a nearby farmhouse and call the Maclearan place, so everyone knows what happened to 

him. 

• If an Investigator is with the group, ask what they want to do after a few hours’ time. If no other 

action is taken, the Geology students push Joe Harlowe to return to the Maclearan place and 

organize a group to look for Blaine. 

• Robert Blaine returns to the Maclearan Farmhouse, and settles in for a meal with the Folklore 

investigators. 

• The Accident: As the truck drives over the Gismend River Bridge, the water surges up and 

washes part of the bridge away, plunging the truck into the water. It won’t make it out of the 

river unaided.  

o Investigators will need to make a successful Jump check to reach the bank; failure 

means either pushing the roll or making a successful Swim check. 

o Sheriff Dan Spenser knocks at the door to the Maclearan farmhouse, demanding the 

students drive out to the bridge to lend a hand pulling people from the river. 

o An investigator or the NPCs must make Jump or Swim rolls to reach the truck’s bumper 

and tie rope to haul it out. As they are doing so, Louise Gibbons points out something in 

the river. 

o Investigators may roll Spot Hidden, and if successful, see a pink blob, with what look like 

several growths sprouting from it. There is a dark red claw bobbing in the water. This 

costs 0/1d2 Sanity Points. 

o Robert Blain “accidentally” bumps into Jason Trent, who knocks a random PC into the 

river. A successful Swim roll allows the investigator to reach shore. 



• When the investigators return, there are obvious signs that someone has been going through 

their things. Clothing is tossed about, bedding is out of place and there are muddy footprints. 

The telephone that was installed has also been pulled out and smashed. As they are putting 

things back together, a Hard Spot Hidden roll reveals that Robert Blaine is missing. 

• Harry Higgins, as he helps the investigators clean up their things, gives the speech on pg.50. 

• Robert Blaine returns late, with a muddy bottle of whiskey. Anyone checking the outhouse and 

making a successful Track roll sees a pair of muddy boot prints across from what looks like the 

feet of a giant turkey. Blaine deflects any suspicion cast upon him, and tells the investigators his 

nerves have been shot. A successful Psychology roll reveals he is hiding something. He offers to 

pass the whiskey around. 

• Jason Trent looks smug all night, and eventually heads off to bed much earlier than everyone 

else.  

• Perchance to Dream III: Any investigators who had previous dreams now share the third dream. 

All other investigators must roll POW, and on a success they also share this dream. 

Day Four: The Gathering 
• Perchance to Dream III: All investigators who shared the second dream wake up at the exact 

same moment, a few minutes before dawn, in a chill sweat. The investigators have an 

opportunity to talk amongst themselves about the dream. Confirming they are sharing a dream 

provokes a Sanity Loss of (1/1d4); experiencing this for the first time causes a Sanity Loss of 

(0/1d3). 

• An Unpleasant Discovery: The heavy rains have left the morning trip to the Outhouse even 

more unsettling, and the garden is almost completely washed away. Sticking up at unseemly 

angles are several human bones. This causes Sanity Loss of (0/1d3). Sheriff Dan Spenser is called 

and mentions he intends to talk with his brother-in-law Jimmy Maclearan about how Sarah 

Maclearan came to be buried there. 

• Geology: Robert Blaine confesses that he fears he’s been holding the Geology group back from 

exploring the more interesting area near Broken Hill, on account of the past tragedy there. He’s 

ready to move forward though, and believes there may be a First Nation’s burial mound near 

the base of the hill. He tells the Geology students to bring a number of changes of clothes and 

camping supplies for potentially a few days. Blaine leaves in the early afternoon, but says he will 

return the next day. 

• Folklore: The residents of Cobb’s Corners become more closed-off after the accident. The 

investigators are told in no uncertain terms that if they want to talk to someone, they should go 

interview “The Old Bellweather Witch.” Agnus Bellweather relates 1 of the Folklore Items on 

pp. 46-48 and her own story on p. 51. 

• The Finale: 

o The Dream Gate: 

 PCs enter the Sugar Maple forest near the Maclearan Farm House. It gets quite 

dark, but a successful Spot Hidden roll reveals almost fifty zoogs, following the 

investigators. 0/3 Sanity loss. 

 Investigators find a clearing, where John Jeffrey is entombed in stone. Also, a 

Moon Beast slithers out from beneath a too small crevice in a rock and attacks. 



Sanity Loss for seeing a Moon Beast is (0/1d8) and seeing John Jeffrey is (1/1d6) 

with (1d2+1/1d6+2) for the investigator who was close to him. 

 John Jeffrey psychically sends the investigators flashes of Emily Branwaithe in 

danger, and the Men of Leng tormenting her. Men of Leng cost (0/1d4) Sanity 

loss. 

o Back at the Farm: 

 Robert Blaine arrives home earlier in the day. He disables the cars by removing 

key engine parts and hides anything around the Maclearan Farm House which 

could be used as a weapon (kitchen knives, etc.). He makes dinner for everyone 

and plies everyone with quite a generous portion of whiskey. See Chapter 3, p. 

17 for the effects of alcohol consumption. 

 A thick fog rolls in, generated by the Mi-Go. 

 In the middle of the night, there is a clatter from the roof. Blaine leads out two 

of the anthropology students to investigate. A successful Listen roll lets an 

investigator hear screams in the night. Blaine claims it’s a cat trapped on the 

roof, and asked for two investigators to come out and lend him a hand. An Easy 

Psychology roll confirms Blaine is not only lying but has a malicious glee in his 

voice. Sanity Loss for seeing the Mi-Go in the fog is (0/1d2). 

o Back at the Mound:  

 Any investigators are free to enjoy franks and beans and a bottle of whiskey that 

Robert Blaine left behind. In the middle of the night, there is a high-pitched 

buzzing sound and the Mi-Go rush to capture the geology team as above. 

Investigators escaping into the fog are not pursued. 

Day Five: The Conclusion 
• Arrested at Dawn: Regardless of whether the Investigators saved Emily Branwaithe, fled from 

the Mi-Go attack on the Miskatonic students or simply fled into the woods, in the morning they 

find themselves running afoul of sheriff Dan Spenser. He has been tipped off that they have 

been drinking heavily, and he arrests them. 

• Robert Blaine arrives, confirming the story that the investigators were causing trouble and 

drinking heavily.  

o If the investigators imply anything about other students running into foul play, Blaine 

calls them in and they corroborate his story. He asks for the investigators to be released 

to his care, but the sheriff has instead called Professor Roger Harrold. Professor Harrold 

is extremely upset with the investigators, and agrees with sheriff Spenser that they 

should be sent back to Miskatonic and disciplined harshly. 

o At the last minute after driving the investigators back to Brattleboro, Professor Harrold 

decides he is going to return to Cobb’s Corners and make certain everything is wrapped 

up with the field work. He will see the investigators upon his return and speak to them 

then. 

o Professor Harrold warns the investigators that if they do not return to the university 

immediately, he will see to it that they are expelled from Miskatonic. 


